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EVSE = Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment 

NEMA = National Electrical Manufacturers Association 

EVSEUpgrade and Pigtails 
One can order from EVSEUpgrade.com conversion of the portable EVSE that comes with the Chevrolet 

Bolt EV (CBEV) from 120-volts charging to 240-volts charging. The plug is converted from male NEMA 5-

15 (120-volts) to a male NEMA L6-30 (240-volts). 

One can order a pigtail short cord to enable using the converted EVSE to continue being used for slow 

120-volts charging. The pigtail has a female NEMA L6-30 Plug, to serve as an outlet for the converted 

EVSE, to a male NEMA 5-15 plug. 

One can order a pigtail short cord to enable using the converted EVSE for NEMA 14-30 standard dryer 

outlet, NEMA 14-50 campground outlet and NEMA 14-60 commercial outlet, such as fairgrounds. 

 
Universal L6-30 Adapter for NEMA 14-30, 

NEMA 14-50 or NEMA 14-60 outlet  
NEMA 14-30 

 
NEMA 14-50 

 
NEMA 14-60 
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One can order a pigtail short cord to enable using the converted EVSE for NEMA 6-50 welder/garage 

outlet. Also, some level-2 charging stations use the NEMA 6-50 outlet; so, if the charging station is not 

working due to a network problem, one may be able to unplug the charging station and use the outlet to 

charge. 

 
L6-30 Adapter for NEMA 6-50 

welder/garage/charging-station outlet 

 

Etsy IdeaFab Upgrade 
There is another way to upgrade the BoltEV/Volt portable EVSE: 

“Do you have access to a 240V outlet? Dryer outlet? Welder outlet? Large window unit outlet? Even 

3-phase outlets? Select your outlet type from the chart provided. No need to modify your EVSE to 

get Level 2, or spend hundreds on a new Level 2 EVSE. The EVSE provides 12A of charging which 

means you're getting up to 3kW of Level 2 charge when using an adapter.” 
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